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I. Introduction

The 1980's have seen an incre
activity in terms of both the numb
increased activity has attracted cons

long-running debate regarding merg
in distinguishing between efficient a

Efficient mergers make saci
inefficient mergers may allow a rev
to society. Some potential mergers

benefit a few by reducing competitj
and reducing output for society. l
distinguishing and preventing mergel

Some other mergers that ael
without being anticompetitive. It i
create incentives for mergers. If a

occur because of these provisions, then

matter of public policy concern. Howe
are incidental to a drive for efficiencif
instance d and do not affect merger (
source of concern for public policy in th

This report evaluates the literatt
that tax provisions provide important
four provisions of the tax code that aT

merger incentives: (I) the opportunity
target, net operating losses and unusel
stCD UD assets, or use their new sales
the incentive , provided by the lower i
t'n r!iu irl",nrh tn r"'t ;n p rn;npl: nrl t



tax incentive to merge might
acquisition methods of realizin
(e. , use of retained earnings fo

While there: is no shortag

few systematic empirical studie
These studies are on the whole
the tax-incentive hypothesis.
that the tax provisions are un
needed to determine their e
suggestions concerning future re

In the existing empiric!!
hypothesis ranges from weak t
operating losses and unused tax
with respect to the potential I
opinion survey, there is no emt:

different tax treatment of ,
consistent with the argument
code provisions pertaining to
acqu isi tion-rela ted indebtedness
that both the deferral of capi
financing provide incentives on

As a test of the simple
relevant changes in the tax c
whether these coincided with
However, our discussion of 
description of the Act s provisi,

which cannot yet be determined

1 The provisions of the
gone into effect on January I
remove previous existing tax
eliminated deferral by the targ



Our review of tax lei
might explain either an in
relative importance of largl
spurts in merger activity co
changes. Thus, considerat
importance of tax changes:
since 1980.



II. Descrintion of Recen

A. The Number and V

Merger activity his
tending to occur durin
currently experiencing al
To specify in greater de

have a tax motivation
merger statistics.

Table 1

characterizir
trend in me
in 1981 , 198

data on net
merger acti \
dollar value

and in colun

on the ne

Whethe
commencemc
In terms of
1976 (follow
The total Yl
1975 , and a'
merger anno

Other
when recent
In terms of

set in 1968
announcemel
was broken
number of
measure in I



MERGER AND 

Mer s &

Total $

Value of
No. of Trans.

Year Trans. (millions)
(I) (2)

1968 829
1969 712
1970 1,318
1971 269
1972 263
1973 064
1974 926
1975 981
1976 145
1977 209
1978 452
1979 529 $33,964.
1980 574 407.4
1981 326 545.
1982 295 64,358.
1983 2,339 890.
1984 946 124 027.
1985 363 143 950.
1986 024 190, 500.

a Values refer to only those transa

1985, the value of merger compIetio
value of merger announcements 
columns (2) and (4) are expressed in c

* Transactions reported in Mcreel
completions. A transaction is inclu
aCCluisitions of 5 percent or morc 



for inflation. The extent of 0
could be significant, particularl
considers the increase in the gene

the implicit GNP price deflator , f

is, in 1975 dollars, only a $655
$506 000 threshold in 1984.

The increase in the dollar'
1986 (or J968- 1986) is also overst

that the effects of inflation have
in transactions have not been COI

(4) to illustrate, in nominal terms

exceeded in 1980. However, usin

transactions in 1968 was not exc
dollar increase between 1968 and
nominal dollar ir

Moreover

, \

is adjusted for t
as measured by (

In conclusi

acquisitions hn
measured in ten
of that increase

fact, in constant
did not exceed tr

B. Other Char

Perhaps th(
increasing number of large-scale transac
and Mer erstat Review show that transa(
million or more , as a percent of total tr
value threshold), rose during the perie

1,,.. ,- ",t '11 hil1inn nr mnrf" fin IQ7'i rlnl



merger completions during 198j
movement away from conglome
1970'

Also included in the tral
buyouts (LBO's). The recent
included many LBO's, the disti
on debt financing. That is, b

purchase price and borrow th
acquired firm as collateral.
completions, LBO's account fOi
they account for cJoser to
completions.

Many LBO's are not 

ownership without any effect
buyouts and going private tran
years. In a management bu
acquiring firm is owned in who
corporation. Mereers.tat Revi(

percentage of total dives.titures
11 percent in 1985. In a goi
always an LBO, a publicly 
investment group or an individ
private transactions accounted f
traded corporations in 1980 and

attracting attention r
tion app
tested te
at Revie
fers in
of tak(

Also
takec
hosti
aCCOI
num1
More



III. Men er Motives

A. Competing Theories

The explana tions tradi ti(
numerous and varied. Weston
industrial organization and fina
possible merger motives:

tax factors

differential efficienc;

inefficient manageme
operating synergy
financial synergy

undervaluation (Tobir
strategic planning
agency problems
managerialism (growtl
market powcr

With the exception of "mana
premise that mergers can be ral
the stockholders of the combin
necessarily translate into publi

and tax motives), but in mal
shareholders does imolv cfficien

Several
particularly
exploit onc

the recent i
underlying i
mergers as
competition
restructurin
restructuri
Cutting aCf!
legal and fj
antitrust co

Jensen s ass



why business leaders might se
considers the pursuit of profit tl
considers there to be several wa;

advantage of merger-related tax J
the point more directly when tl
purely on a tax basis " (p. 340).

The possibility that recent
considerations is of interest
committees. Numerous hearing!
testimony on the issue and to co'
hearings have considered tax iJ
have focused on specific tax pfl
has passed several tax bills I
influence merger decisions.

The predicted effects of th(
VII and used to make a tentat
explanation for recent merger a,
however, it is useful to review
motivated mergers. We will then
traditionally thought to create me

the hypothesized tax effects (Cha

B. The Welfare Implications oj

Social loss results from meJ
are designed to prohibit merger
because the exercise of mar
However, inefficient mergers
profitable because of tax benef
that otherwise efficient mergers
to capture tax gains. Both type
mergers.

Some argue that, under so
may increase social welfarc.9 l
to a reduction in social welfare

7 See, for example, COni
Committee on Ways and Meal
Taxation (1984), (l985a), (l985b)
(1982), (I983a), (l983b), and (198'





Backl!round on T

A. Legal and Tax C

Not all forms (
tax code. Some tran
transactions make av
transactions falling
combination may be
categories for tax pur

The differences
various acquisition me

LEGAL AND 1

Acqu
Acqu

L F :
eo:
g r :
am:Is:

Acquisition
of Stock

338 Tr
Stock

.\cquis it ion
of .;\sets

Asset

Source: \larren (1985).



On the other hand, an asset a

buyer to be more selective with

As far as tax forms are c

either a so-called "taxable" ac
A transaction is " taxable" if 1
recognized for current tax pu

shareholders. The general
recognized for current tax
liabilities.

Taxable transactions carr
include asset transactions, sto
as shown in Table 2. In mos
the shareholder. Depending
however, the target corporationIn a U 
recognize ca 
purposes. I 
corporation is deferred until
taxable asset acquisitions at,
corporations. The target rem
the responsibility for taxes d
transaction. If the target (
shareholders, which would oft(
occur: first at the corporate I

then at the shareholder level on

The use of Section 337 h
double taxation. Under a 337
the target, although one is r
adopts a plan of complete J
pursuant to that plan.

Another taxable acquisiti(
is a stock acquisition which
acquisition. If a 338 election
it had adopted a plan of camp
of its assets. The transactio
target. Recapture rules are s



The points made above with
targets and their shareholders in ta

first three columns of Table 3 on thc

By comparison, the tax 
recognition of gain or loss for th(

triggered by some future act. Thmergers (as OPPO! 
Table 3 as 

reorganization st
realized gains 0
theory behind th
the form of his
in another,

11 A similar

12 A Type,
and securities ma

percent is some f
only equity is 1
consideration ("
and Type C reor
e acquiror mu
ock while in n
lrgct assets

...." .. ." "...." 
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In sum, a basic distinction c
tax-free reorganizations in ter
distinction is that a transacti
offers the target and its shareh(

gains taxes on the sale.

B. Other Tax-Related Distinctions B

The previous section dealt wit
distinguishing feature amongst various
distinction is one that focuses s01el)
since the buyer (acquiror) does not sus1

Further distinctions can be
concerning potential realization of va
losses) which do affect the buyer. 
and one emphasized by Marren (198:
the tax basis of acquired assets.14 If
a taxable asset acquisition (includinJ
transaction , the acquiring firm can ta
fair market value of the assets , i.

, g

rather than their adjusted tax basis.
adjusted tax basis, the buyer can

assets and thereby take larger deprel
taking.

The " new-cost- basis methods" of
Table 3, and can be contrasted
acquisition methods: taxable stock

,ition is
Inchang(
ted tax
e assets

I assets 1

etion be

In (J98:

bined e
!Od prol
lsed in'
. assets

sses ant
, carr

acquis
Band



acquisition is structurp/" ::0; on..



V. Mere:er Int;entives Allee:edlv Produced bv thl

A. Introduction and Framework for Anal'

intervi(
reasury
wide r

Des
thoug

....-. . ,.- . ...- -..- ,.-

:ax inc;
:\: open
ntity, (
genen

Jital g2

I acqui
signif

establc
each ta

---- _.__

ics to b

Having presented the arguments for
will then use the framework provided by
alleged tax incentives. Gilson et aL painl
a reading of the tax code indicates the 
also necessary to take into account (a) a
could nullify the use of the tax benefi
benefit could be realized at less cost by me,

B. Carryover of Net Operating Losses , C
Merger Incentive

Carryover' refers to the opportunity
forwards of net operating losses, capita
between the target and the acquiror.



1. The Mechanics of C

Corporations, as taxpayer
operating loss (NOL) back thre
the corporation may seek a rel
liability js reduced in the threl
account. If the NOL's are gre:
preceding three years , . the corpo
income in the next 15 years.
to reduce the difference in
fluctuations in income as compa1

The tax code also permits
credits (lTC's) to be carried bac
periods for net capital losses
these losses are permitted to I
The lTC, along with certain (
credit against tax liability. 1
amount spent for certain proper
basic rate of ten percent of
depreciable tangible persona
automobi!es) and depreciable rea
structural components). If the IT!
can be carried back three years an(

The carryover as a tax 
Suppose a firm has a history of I
fully utilize its NOL and other ta
near future when their present
benefits can be transferred to an

certain conditions arc met, and
reorganization or a taxable stock

NOL' s and other tax credits is COI

merge and an incentive to structu
(J982) offers the following explt
when the target firm is the Joss cor

A history of losses c
valuable if the losse

with profits before'
Both the profit mak

.---- . '---- -- ___

r:.



benefits, and the t
holders realize SOIT

expire. (p. 91)

vlore generally, the naive tax
nore likely to occur between tl
LCQuiror or target u has been
ncome. Moreover, a merger 
:orporation is, ceteris paribus, m,
ransaction rather th

,. ..",,,_

,,r

Proponents of
ncentive for mer
A"ccelerated Cost Re
)f depreciable asset

than assets acquirec

number of companic
the larger depreciati

xample , when large
otherwise marginally

Congress enact
investment. It 
departure from the
estimates of the use

in the tax life of
depreciation of the
significantly by red

in these classes qua

as follows:

(a) Most Secti
property,
office equi

(b) Section
business
write off;

(c) Autos, trUI



ACRS to vary from industry
fixed assets. One might alsc
the acquisition by or of corp

assets since assets must be p
ACRS. Auerbach (I982) expl,
into service before 1981 , can

after the effective date.

Suppose the target carpon
above, of $1 milion while the J
over $1 million. The marginal
maximum marginal tax rate of
therefore provides a tax saving:

could, according to the naive
favor of acquisition, and the
wilJing to pay up to $460 000
cost less otherwise.

2. Restrictions on Car

There are, however , restri

carryovers that could serve to r
benefit and thereby discount
explained by Feld (1982), for ex

to disallow deductions and othe
acquisition is evasion or avoida

benefit that would. not otherwi
intended to prevent cases of tra
by Bacon and Tomasulo (198:
without being primarily intere
company " (p. 838).1

The Treasury considers ta
purpose of an acquisition if
purpose. To make such a de
Federal Regulations (l985), " SCJ

the transaction occurred"
presumptions have been establi
an acquisition of controlling i
a voidance is presumed to be tn
following set of circumstanccs:

firm operating in an unreJ
carry forwards and unused tax



the target so that the tax

can serve as an offset
business.

The Treasury Deparl
merger-related deductions

rulings have been taken
Treasury in these cases aj
periods when courts seem
a rationale for the challe:

showed considerable skcp
Bittker and Eustice (198'
victories over the long tCf!

In addition to Secti

limitations on the use of
taxable stock tl
related tax benf

transactions is
limitations are f
tax-free reorgan
a different set

NOL carryover
shareholders' co
value of the s
percent , the all
percentage poin!
the special limil
383 incorporates
attributes. In
make potential
constraint on cal

Some comr
restrictions on

hypothesis shou

the tax laws m,
NOL from the 1

"-10 :"'"......



expected to be greater, ceteri
with the loss corporation as the

It should be apparent f
potential for a !l tax gain j
documenting that the tax code
and other tax credits in
specification of the tax- incent
and limitations that could pas
benefit.

3. Alternatives to A

Assuming for purposes of
from carryovers does exist , the
method of realizing the tax ga
available as substitutes for n
incentive for merger may 
method of transferring ACRS (
corporations with taxable inc
became quite popular during it
were made possible by the 
permitted businesses to sell ta)
retaining actual use of the pre

lease-back transactions.22 Acc
(J 982), the Treasury Departme,
transfer of tax benefits for tw

taxable income to take advant
the new tax law , and (b) to re

21 Auerbach (1985) sugges
least with respect to tax- free
loss corpora tion is almost cerl

more of

22 "

transacti
tax purJ:

safe ha
loosenjn
qualify:
lease" if
a minim



taxable income could pure
acquiring them. It should
current year tax credits ant
carry forward or carrybac
substitute for merger in achil

Sunley (1982) notes th
criticism because it was I
unintended ways. The Ta)j
provided for the phaseout of

forms of leasing, with tl
investment, as alternatives 1
time, Sunley (1982) argued 1
eliminate the transfer of t2
would make leasing less effi,

Gilson et al. (1985) off
achieving potential tax gail
credits. Each involves an i

internally. For example , t
(because the loss corporation
tions) and buy taxable bo
which to apply its NOL an
provide a complete substitut
Whether the information
non-acquisition alternatives
merge), as Gilson et al. arg
analysis of the tax- incen
substitute methods into aCCOl

C. Increased Depreciation
as a Merger Incentive

The tax benefits from
to be large enough that
affected the decision to I
Suppose a target corporatioJ
on assets with an adjusted
the target is acquired for a
$90 of which is allocated
structured either as a taxab
or a taxable 338 transactior
the acquiror would be al
depreciation deductions on
Assuming a marginal tax ra



The Joint Committee on
company acquisitions have been
depreciation deductions from
that the opportunity to step up
than to an acquiring corpora'
benefits may be particularly g
the price of oil rose dramatic:
that the significant inflation 
fair market value of assets an
the exception. In sum, an ineel

aCQuiror has taxable income 

potential for being stepped Up.

We now give considerati
provisions which are triggere(
liabilities on the acquired fim
the oon-recognition of gain (
provided for in either a 338 tr
complete liquidation). Recapt1
assets are sold by a target fOI

recognition occurs, and at the

capital gains tax rate. Moreovc

on the amount of prior deprel
with recapture determine the il

To iJlustrate the potential I
Taxation (1985a) provides a hy

shareholders wouJd be liable I
would have a deferred capital
the value of its stock or as
liability of target shareholden
(1982) for additional details
from the opportunity to step
market value of the target can

24 The Joint Committee
step-up may be more difficul1
for example, is not depreciabl
to be reaJized until subscQueo

the benefit is a reduced taxa
inventories will eventually ap

and at that point reduce taxabJ

25 Joint Committee on Ta
show that the net tax benef
recapture taxes) of step-up is
because the tax benefits from

+1.6 _ +n- I;..



much of the target s a

this depreciation is suI

recommendation that t
acquisition or 338 tran

or no benefit to step-l
gains taxes.

The consideration
complicated with the
recapture provisions f(
extent to which the tl
value of step-up, dcpen

(1985), the depreciatio
1250, both of which d
service under ACRS, ar

Section 1245 recoverv
income in an amount c
Section 1250 recovery
recapture amount, tax,
deductions which exce
Commercial or non-resi
1245 property. For prl
Section 1245 property \\
to all depreciation and

property the amount w
after 1965 exceed straj
It appears from this d
larger recapture taxes 01

Marren (J985) exp
depreciation recapture

of investment tax credi
property eligible for th
useful life, there will b

equal to the amount 01
LIFO , the LIFO recaptl
inventory under FIFO

26 In testimony
th.. rh':i..mr"mm ;tt....



the acquired company s non-ree

ITC (investment tax credit) and

In sum, the various reca
could serve to reduce or elimin
of acquired assets. There is ar
this tax benefit because the U
obtain the benefits of step-up r

taxable" one. That is , the tar:
gain for current tax purposes
recognition would be deferred.

The Joint Committee on
capital gains to the target s sha

a taxable transaction. Nonethc
tax incentive to merge , due tl
merger as a taxable transacti,
conditions under which a ta
advantage over a tax-free merg(
benefit the seller less than it d
if the "depreciation deduction
avoidance of capital gains to
merge via a taxable rather than
manipulation , Steiner shows thi!
rate on corporate income again
and the lower the capital gains t,

Steiner ignores recapture
statement of the tax incentive
the buyer must be more valuab
target' shareholders and an
Furthermore , any NOL carryi
available in a tax- free merger c

a taxable asset acquisition. Tt
takes, and uJtimately the merge
weighing the tax benefits of st(
gains recognition, against OppOI

credits.

Even assuming that the
stepping up the basis of acqui-;c
tax incentive to merge 
non-acquisition methods for rc
substitutes. In this context, G

t' 

--_ :_..

1_- -'--___ t.I- _



sale). Mitigating factors such as these
specifying the tax-incentive hypothesis
empirical tests of the hypothesis in its nai

D. Preferential Tax Treatment of Capil
Merger Incen ti ve

Until January I , 1987 capital gain
dividends in the personal income tax SYSI

relative to ordinary dividend income n
retain earnings rather than to pay divid,
retained earnings then provided an incenl
of return from merger was greater th
investments.

There were two aspects of the difE
First, individual shareholders were taxec
maximum of 50 percent on dividends
contrast , indivir.. were taxed on only
sale of stock se 60 percent of 1
which means tl e maximum margin1
perccnt.:10 Secc lareholders could (a
income that wa:. .einvested, but not
distributed as dividends.

The result of this differential , acco
was a "substantial incentive to retain in,
to distribute it to shareholders as a di'
increased with the proportion of hig

29 However , once the decision to r.
capital gains taxation, to be borne 
provides an incentive to structure the I
This part of the incentive is discussed in !

30 The difference in tax rates was

cases.

31 This incentive is stated mar

algebraic model shows that sharehold
conversion of dividends into capital
on capital gains is lower than the
historically has been the case. Furthf
return equal to its cost of capital , reir
a wealth gain for its shareholders.
incentive can be credited to discussio
who argues that the tax incentive c

between the personal tax rates on ;
instead, the ratio (I-c)/(J-t). In eit

Ir1 h.. 

........,.,..

,. ,n. ;nrr..""",, ir t r""'"



corporation.32 The retention ir
would , in fact , experience capital

Taking the argument 
undistributed corporate earning:
incentive to merge, whether
transaction, if the rate of retur

return from other forms of
depended in part upon the COIT

target shareholders in a taxab"
gains for current tax purposes
tax. free reorganization. Further
dcpended on differences in the 
In a taxable transaction , a positi

having excess cash (used to acq1

target itself was not crucial.
positive incentive depended on c
cash poor, since the benefits ot
excess cash financing the investm

There was, however, a po
detailed an "accumulated earnin
corporate earnings undertaken tl
tax rates. The accumulated eaj
percent on the first $100 000 0
rate of 38.5 percent on accum
applying the unreasonable accu
given to " reasonable needs of bu
to Bittker and Eustice (1980), th\

as expansion , acquisitions , retil
generally qualified as reasona
corporation to avoid the tax pe
appropriate to discount the
retention.

A more obvious weakness
to recognize that mergers and;
retained earnings could be put.or diversification through n



to be greater where the use of retainel
trigger a capital gains tax for sharehol,

taxable acquisition would not trigger a
The incentive to merge would increa!
retained earnings to retire debt. This
deductions on interest payments relate
the use of retained earnings to retiT(
efforts to achieve a target leverag
non-acquisition methods of avoiding th
ignored. A more sophisticated appr(
would consider these alternatives, togel

transaction costs, and weigh these agains

In principle, onc could control
multiple regression techniques or thr
isolate any pure tax effect. For exa'
constant as one
probability of r
on dividends ar
alternatives arc

reprcsent more

towards findinJ
support.

E. Interest D,

Incentive

Although (
firms, accordin!
merger and ac
Between these I
have a tax ad
taxable income
equity financin!
pays (dividends)

The differ
example drawn
the after-tax r2
investment with
after-tax return

,,mino thp (',



same amount are deductible; ane
tax rate, they will realize $50

$100.

The deductibility of interes
affect not only the form an :
itself. According to Joint Com I
financing can reduce significan
41). Saul (1985) states that "
finance mergers and acquisition!
drive takeover activity " (p. ;m

Is this tax.incentive argur

exampJe, that an increase in Ie
value of a firm. Under 
expected to hold? Modigliani an
seminal article on the cost of c

major implication of their model

or taxes , the value of a firm (
capitaJ structure. That is, the
would not be expccted to increa

of capital). This result is attri
lcvcrage" in amounts needed to
invcstments that represent diff,
On the other hand , when the l\
for corporate taxes and the de
shown that the weighted cost a
this version of their model , th
increasing the value of the firlY
form, however, because it im
aJways better and that JOO pere
consistent with observed corporat

The orieinal
a now cor
new mode
initially n

particular
outweighe(
capital to

Modieliani-Mil

" A
Sherman (J

35 As

- - -- 



offsetting considerations" are t
probability that legal, accounting

in bankruptcy proceedings wil i
increases the chance tha t higher
costs refer to costs that must

bondholders, given that the inten
expected to diverge. Bankruptc
(see, DeAngelo and Masulis (1980)
(see, Ross (1977)) can serve to I
value of a firm. Thus, the fina

structure is not indeterminate.
which tax- induced increases in 
firm.

The argument that increase,
to consider non-acquisition uses t
which would mitigate the tax
acquisition is internal expansic
repurchase its own stock , the firl
debt/equity ratio without mergin!

selling shareholders in either ca

income by taking an interest dedi
repurchase. In effect , continuin
redeemed shareholders with a re
therefore per-share value.

Although alternatives to a
finance literature offers a numb
the tax advantage of increased 
mergers and acquisitions. Thre
and Pashley (1984b) and wil be
latent debt capacity" motive , th,

neutralization of wealth transf,
testable implication an expected n

For the first theory, it is
potential tax subsidy of debt- fir
hv flnntht'.r firm whose manaeem



that the anticipated merger-retal

tax advantage to debt financing

tax savjng. According to this i1
to Lewellen, the same tax sa vjng

expansion but the heavier debt I
done internally while it would
combining firms.

For the third motive , it is

in whjch onc of the merger pari
insolvent, had the merger not (
the wealth of the solvent firm
insolvent firm s bondholders. 

transfer from stockholders to cr
debt capacity rationales wher
Carrying the argument further, 1
merger, stockholders can minic
these "coinsurance effects . Tt
tax benefits of debt financing.
extent of the tax savings net (
them to creditors. Empirical
leverage theories will be discussel

There are also restrictions,
expense on debt-financed acquis
to merge. One. restriction exist:
for certain corporate acquisition

$5 million per year. According
p:..l,"r ",..ti J;""t;"" 0980), th,

debenturc
eration fo

)ordinated
ssive debt

), or proje

restrict
text of pr

section in 1969. According to S
issued their own marketable
target' stock. Often these



the life of the debenture or until it was

acquiror had the opportunity to step-up th
taking interest deductions, while the targl
deferral on capital gains, thereby providj
tax-free reorganization.

Steiner (I977) has shown algebraicall
must be satisfied for there to be a tax ad 
exchange over another taxable transaction:

(a) the aCQuiror prefers a convertible d

if the rate of return earned by the
exceeds the debenture rate he must

(b) the selling shareholders prefer a cor
exchange if their after-tax annu.
payment plus the annual equivalc
capital gains tax , if they accept deb
their after-tax share of the earning!

if they accept stock.

These conditions are more like!y to be sat
the value to sellers of the deferral of the
corporate tax rate (i. , the more valuabJe

concludes: "This taxable convertible route p
merge relative to the tax-free acquisition.

" (p.

Steincr argues that this tax
the Tax Reform Act of 1969. Th
interest deductions now compr
installment reporting of the sale

demand" indebtedness was used.

In contrast, Bittker and Eus

has not been weakened significa
Section 279 "can be avoided in
Joint Committee on Taxation (19:
debt of the acquiror that is not p

,,rI tn rnl1irl' thl' tHfQl't fee



results in some sacrifice of I
financing in connection with (
acquisition means that intc:resl
opportunity to step-up the ba
depreciation allowances.

The limitations that Secti(
interest payments relate only I
consideration. Aside from thi'
deduction for interest on debt i
institutions) to finance an acqu
might be small.

To complete this discussic
acquisitions, it is appropriate t
(ESOP' s) as a special case of po
et al. (1985) and Joint Commiw
tax-qualified plan primarily
Preferential tax treatment is giv
an equity interest in their emplo

ESOP' s can also be used!
mergers and aCQuisitions.38 Ty
necessary to acquire the targl
employer s stock. The employer
the ESOP to make the aCQuisiti
would make tax.deductib1e cast
needed to amortize the loan pri,
loan. Interest payments are fu1
the employer may also deduct ar
a deduction limit of 25 percent
lender, it may exclude, from i
earned with respect to any sue
make loans to ESOP' , and as
may induce them to share the t
the form of lower interest rate
technique cou1d mean a tower co
conventional debt or equity finar

While the ESOP financing
those funds can also be used
attempts by management to OPP(
point out, the ESOP's are sor
Moreover, formation of an ESOJ



route may not be
important.

F. Summary and C(

In this section

providing incentives
was found to be
reorganizations and



VI. Survey of Literature on Tax-Motiva1

A. Overview of Evidence on Tax Incen

A considerable amount has been
corporate mergers and acquisitions and
extent evidence is offered in support
anecdotal in nature. Relatively few stu
effect on mergers in a systematic manc
addressed one or more of thc four allc
previous section are briefly summarized
and when read in the best light it
dctailed critique of available methode
hypothesis is presented in the Appendix.

Carr over of NOL'
that the probabilitv nf
target's NOL car
argued to be co
incentive hypothc!

benefits when the
the loss corporati(

from another stol
contrast to Harr
relationship betwc

unused tax credit
premium paid to
merger gains. Mo
their estimate of

a factor in a
determinative in n

and Unused T
H firm heinl!

Hieher DeD'
premiums offered
offset by anticipate
liquidation of Marat
percent and 26 perce

conclusion that this
shareholders to sell.
merger and calculat
Marathon s oil resen

million in the first riplrl NntinQ" thaI



Dividends and CaDital G,
on merger incentives of the pr
dividends deals with the choic
merge. Carleton et al. (1983)
value as a proxy for potential (
being acquired in a tax-free s
transaction is higher, the greal

is interpreted as being COI

shareholders prefer to avoid c.
same line Robinson (1985)
shareholders is lower for
transactions. He argues that t
that tax deferral would be val
be willing to accept a lower 
import of this tax incentive c(

panel of merger experts on tI
motives and the frequency wit

that the panelists were aware: (

and dividends and how aCQuisi
the motive "satisfy present s
rather than dividends" ranked

considered by Boucher. This s(
a confounding of the two se
capital gains tax.

Interest Deductions on D
capture the effects of the Tax

merger activity to be less tha

This confirmed his contentic
deductibility of interest payml

merger activity. Asquith ct ,
firms received lower cumulat
average number and constant (
post. 1969 than in their pre- 19t
the number of mergers was n
and Thompson (1983), using a 

the tax law changes of 1969 al
that time had a significantly,
firms.

The potential tax benefi
been examined in terms of the
(1973) found that acouired fire



than their non-acquir
capacity version of th
Pashley (1984b), also
difference between pr
control group of non-m
leverage ratios , Shrieve
capacity and neutraliza1
and Reishus (1987a
increases in leverage a

potential for tax ben!
however, tha t the pre-
merged firms and cor
aggregate changes in the

B. Concl usions

In conclusion, exis

tax incentive hypothesis

examine more closely tl1
the manner in which TC
more technical task is pr

One motivation f
determine the level of
literature search did, in

alleged tax incentives t,
tend to be mixed: supp
tax opportunities.

The inconsistency
factors including (a) in
studies and opinion Sl
research findings, e.

failure to consider off'

the realization of tax 

the alleged tax effect
specification error with

the tax effects in tim
ratios to measure tax
variables; (f) differenc

methods and focus (e.
tax-motivate;ri mcrQe;r" (



u.. l5'v",

tests of .

on with that of Bro",
binson (1985) provides

erminant of merger
et aI. (1983) and S
t with the argument t

pertaining to th
IO-related indebtedness
port for the tax- incen
ccepts merger related
) debt financing.

Ie these conclusions
tive hypothesis, they

the need for further
in connection with th
:nics. It is also apI:
ry in nature, cutting a



VII. Tentative Assessment of the Role
Activitv

OUf ability to assess the role of
activity is restricted by the somewt
tax. incentive hypothesis. The most t
assessment based on the assumption
associated with the four tax variables
Could we attribute merger activity in 
under this less restrictive standard? 

merger activity increased during the
spurts occurring in 1981 , 1984 and 1985

the largest value of transactions yet in
increase has been an increasing Ol
acquisitions. In order to conclude
important role in explaining these
corresponding in the tax cod
expected to provide additional stimulus

need to find that tax code changes wen
transactions.

Congress passed several tax bills d1
numerous IRS rulings and court cas
discussion to legislative changes only,

provisions and predicted effects of th
1980, Economic Recovery Tax Act
Responsibility Act of 1982 , and Tax Re
or indirect effect on one or more of th
The predicted effects of these legislative



Perhaps more to the po
sale can be deferred, and ree

are received.'o This option
transactions and taxa ble ass
acquiror has the opportunity
had been a tax cost to step
were recognized by target
though installment notes migh
might create an incentive to
In so doing it may provide SOl

appear to be particularJy fa VOl

The Economic Recover)
merger-related provisions. F
rates on personal income (ine
percent), and reduced the ma
percent. As discussed previa
for the existence of a merger
in the numerator, and the pc
formula fell from 2.4 to 1.
incentive to merge decreased w

The accelerated cost rec
explained earlier, significantly
assets could be depreciated

, ;:

taken in the early tax life
increase potential depreciati(
stepping up a target s asset

allowances would tend to incr
would be marginally profita
reduction in corporate taxab
NOL' s could be applied. Thu
and unused tax credits and th
larger. Many observers predi,
for firms to use up the carr
making mergers more attractiv
investment tax credit for so
....r,...... ..r"A:. ... \.
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Since ACRS and liberalized
available to both small and large
not appear to be particularly fa'
would have to argue that large c
have a higher propensity to im
disproportionateJy from these dedu
the case, however, and even if
favored large corporations any
deductions and lTC's.

On the other hand , ERTA ext
and unused tax credits from 7 
increase the likelihood that a firn
they expired. To this extent, the
Funhermore, the safe harbor lea
alternative to acquisition as a men
lTC's from loss corporations to cor
this provides an abiJity to carryove

corporation, and does not inciud
carry- forwards or carrybacks of N(
reduce the incentive to merge as 

benefits. In sum, the predicted
provisions of ERTA would seem to h

Many provisions of the Tax 
(TEFRA) were also merger-related.
TEFRA "materiaJJy contracted the
expJained by Green (1982), safe har'
date of TEFRA provisions were sut
ACRS benefits and delay full lTC I
the termination of safe- harbor leas
n (" n I. - 1__.
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and modified the recovery metJ
ACRS was repealed. As for IT
amount by which the ITC COUll
Moreover, TEFRA allowed only
the first five years as opposed

year when the property was place

Another disincentive to ml
taxable stock transactions that a

assets. Essentially, TEFRA char
be denied the opportunity to stel
to it by a target in a Dartia) Ii,
to forego the opportunity to ste)
all the acquired assets and this

Previously, according to Joint (

had the option of directing the
through a partial liquidation. 5
the basis of those assets distrit
those assets for which the poten
a partial liquidation done in C(
that there was no recapture (
deferred. Those assets most vulr
the target/subsidiary. TEFRA'
up assets could , therefore , be vie\\

The predicted effects of otl
less obvious. The new Section
elect to have stock purchases trl
under Section 337). As a resul
transactions, the target firm ree
opportunity to step-up assets.
334(b)(2), provided for somewhal
the TEFRA change on merger act:

The Tax Reform Act of 191
an exercise in " loophole closing
particular alleged "abuses" that t
Corporate area , these include the
techniques developed by inv(
opportunities to create royalty
interests in oi) properties. An.e1
f"yC'p"c:ivp " rnmnpnC:!ltinn ("anlrl..n



paid by the executive along with
generous severance contracts create
to resist hostile takeover attempts
such attcmpts more difficult.

Thc remaining relevant corpo
Willens and Mirsky describe as "
situations" (p. 578). For example
assets, which is used in 338 transa
sought, is dcfined in greatcr detai

more important is the additional
financing tool in mergers and ace
lenders to exclude, from gross ineo

loans. In sum , TRA contains n
variables of interest here , but their I

Finally, there is now the T
eliminated many tax provisions
Deferral of capital gains is elimina

of transactions that allow step-up

transaction the target corporation
whereas this tax was previously bo
Section 338 election , the acquiror

along with the target s sharehol(

eliminates most of the advantages
In addition , carryover of NOL' s is
rate multiplied by the pre-sale v:
corporate profits is reduced from
value of interest payment deduetio
preferential rate on individual al
respective rates on income, is repe

incentive to retain earnings rather

imposes an alternative minimum (
corporations pay taxes equal to at
an exemption amount of $40 000.

On first reading of its majo
severe constraint on merger activi
once again it is hard to make an uil the Act's provisions. In p

41 A 338 transactions is a s
step-up thc basis of the targets a

deemed' to be equivalent to the sale
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pro.merger pattern or Ja
occurred in the 1980'
disincentives as well as so

may also be offset by sub!
1981 and 1984 spurts in me

particular tax changes. T
some doubt regarding tax
activity.

Empirical investigatic
recent tax changes on mer
included in the anaJysis tc

It may be that the recent
macroeconomic terms, inel,
and the pace of business
toward targe-scale mergers
that have reduced the cost
been suggested that merge
number of basic industri,
capacity reductions in thl
financial markets in respl
adjustments by older indu
has been suggested that
reflects a change in antitru



VIII. Conclusions

The popular notion that merg
considerations is based on particul
the potential for merger.related
suggesting a connection between a
decisions. When subjected to
tax- incentive argument is found to t
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tax benefits as a determ
merger motive. The latt(
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directly they test the tax-
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merger-related changes in
code changes on cumulati
focusing on the premiums

(d) studies relating paten'

(e) studies relating potenti,

1. Estimates of Potenl

Some studies provide
tax benefits but stop sho

tax- incentive hypothesis j
study of the potential
Relying on figures publi
estimates that the $6 billic
$500 million in tax savin:

attributed to interest dedi

also uses a competing affel
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of the value of stepping-up asse
worth of additional cost deple
corporate. parent over the useful

Brown recognizes that stel
mmion jn this case u but ar,!
reduced and deferred by partial
longer permitted) and by filing
mergers are likely to be tax-m
she ignores the offsetting cap
Marathon s shareholders as a n
consider alternatives to aCQuisit

gains.

Auerbach and Reishus (I9
tax factors in the merger decis

mergers and acquisitions OCCI
particular interest arc the e
carryovers, and from step-up
percentage of the target firm
base consists of time-series fin
the merger , and (b) the combinec

Conceptually, Auerbach J
terms, projected tax payments
projected tax payments for thl
a measure of the tax benefit
less, however, because of difE
performed without the meeg
between the taxable teansacti
sample complicates the projectc

For NOL carryover and
focus on the 63 mergers in tJ
income and the other partneri! unused tax credits. This
of potential tax gains. It 
partners should be considered
to be a profit corporation or a



benefit is used by the mcrg
one.third of the cases did th

Auerbach and Reishus to c(
number of mergers but signjfj

To illustrate the potenl
and Reishus focus on the "stl
because these are arguably 
in basis of structures (i.
market value and current boo
the sample and an estimate
increase in depreciation all
sub-caJculatons which are ma
What Auerbach and Reishus
which step-up ca
benefits greater 1

consider potential

Auerbach a
step-up appear to
and unused tax (
subsequent paper
the mean of a 

There was no sigl1

51 The few
significant as a
it""t;nn" in UIhi



2. Potential Tax Benefits as

A few studies attempt to e.
of exchange, or method of aCQu

studies provide only indirect e,
they are worth reviewing becaus
to more direct tests of the tax- ioc

CarletoR et al. (1983) dist
acquisitions (taxable transact
reorganizations) and argue that
might be able to take advantage

structured appropriately. Thus.
explaining the form a merger t
sample of 30 cash takeovers and
period J 976- 1977.53 Carleton
characteristics as possible expl
ratio, size, profitability, divide

Pre-merger data for these chara

the firms in the merger sample , a

A conditional 10git model
choices:

s v . A

;t v . A
3 v . A

where

Thus , the empirical Question is \
explanatory variable "causes
probable rdative to not being ac

is that the probability of being

a cash acquisition is systematica

and the higher the ratio of m:
support the argument that cash
motivated by different considera

sign for the markeHo-book-val
that this ratio is positively rela

target s shareholders. Thus, 01
takeovers more often when the m

The flaw in this interpreta
ratio also suggests that the ac(

and realize higher depreciatior
income. One would expect the 



on the form a merger ta
effect. The authors recog
for it separately in their el

The paper by Carlet
explain the basis of sel
characteristics included in
payout is the only varia
statistically significant in
do not offer a satisfaci
coefficicnt.

Several shortcoming
addressed by other reseal
investigating the " inflat
taxable mergers. Specific
be structured as a taxa!
step-up, which are driven
gains taxes to sellers.

Shrieves ani
groups of firms:
partners in tax-
non-merging firn
firms in (a) and
tests for three im

(aJ the potential f
transactions is 

for matched non

(b) the combined J
pre- to-post merg
the partners WOI

acquisition; and

(c) target shareholc

losses (or sma
mergers , for a p

Shri vf's. nrl P s.hlf'V nnrn p.h r



depreciation-related variables

taxes. The research effor
misc1assification of mergers by

A more direct extension of
form a merger takes can be fou
(1985). He argues that purely
considerations, are more likely I
used. Thus, the focus of his
Carleton et aI. , is the form of r
Consideration by Shrieves of se
to selection of 13 possible exp
Shrieves will select data on the
as targets.

Shrieves also proposes to il
including potential capital gains

for a pre-merger period) iU p,
by an inflation adjustment t
probability of a taxable acquis

shareholders experience a cap it.
step-up assets. Alternatively, t
when target shareholders experi
no opportunity to stcp up assets
loss carryforwards.

Thus, research proposed I
Carleton et al. On the other
position that purely financial me

merger. They view tax consi
influence on the merger decisic
considered here is also a use
tax incentive hypothesis, it will t

3a. Merger Related Changes

Moving somewhat closer te
hypothesis are two studies of
explained in Section Y , there is
and it is alleged that the pote



acquisition-related indebtednc
potential tax subsidy to debt I
expect to observe merger-relat1

Auerbach and Reishus
implication by calculating the
equity for two years prior
They do this for 163 pairs of
are available and find , contn
ratio (from 30.0 to 31.9 percen

Their calculation can
merger-related changes in lev
occurring during the same pc
for all acquired firms in the

borrowed funds and for w
expected. Finally, Auerbach:
1980, and leverage ratios pi
claims that there has been a m

Shrieves and Pashley (I
A uerbach and Reishus s stud

debt- financed acquisitions w:
increased debt capacity, and
described in Section V. The
in leverage. Three measures
expense/ earnings), each of v
and three years following a
three groups of " test" firms:
merging firms. In addit
corresponding groups of "cont
period , asset size , and SIC c(
and Rcishus (1987a) because
conditions or industry factors

In a comparison of te!
Shrieves and Pashley found t
firms in a pre-to-post mergl
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comparison, leverage &l increa
debt capacity and neutralizatio
demonstrates the need to contre
on capital structure. Shrie\
leverage ratios of acquired fir
difference in group means, whi
debt capacity rationale that te
ratios.

Additional tests were pe
findings. For ex.ample, Shri
according to accounting treatlT
used when two corporations a
their interests. The aCQuiror and
their historical book values on tl
earnings and cash flows unaffec
purchase accounting," which is
resembles the acquisition of a ta

opportunity to write up assets (w

thereby generating higher deprec
reported earnings. Because thos
tax treatment , pooling and purch
tax- free reorganizations and taxa!
is less than a perfect correlation

the sample aJong these lines
refinement of A uerbach and Re
leverage were averaged over b
Shrieves and Pashley find no syst
subset of merging firms (whi
merger-related increases were a
amounts greater than for the oven

59 The interaction between

mergers has some interesting impl
weJl as many others. First
accounting and tax treatment is
There are at least six key differe
accounting opinions (See, Deban 

purchase choice can bias studie



Despite the advan

Reishus, there remains i
that is not easily over,

capital structure is de

addition to tax conside
do not effectively iso
determinants. Nor do ert orts to Qate to
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the acquisition benefits to selling shareh(

benefits have value and cannot be realizec
will , ceteris paribus, contribute to the size 0

A case study of the U.S. SteelMMar;
attempts to estimate the percentage of
bidders for potential tax benefits. TI
opportunity to step-up assets may motivat
potential tax gains from step-up must ex
and recapture taxes for there to be a net
however, the report notes that, prior to
through partial liquidation within a cor
prospectus and underlying data from interr
the potential tax benefit of increased depn

percent and 26 percent of the premiums



respectively.SO The report coni
tip the balance in favor of the n

The FTC report correctly
but not necessarily for the rjgh

in any event. On the other
taken into account, so the fina

gains. It is a1so evident tha
useful insights, tends to be of liJ

Robinson (1985) provide
relationship between premiums
focuses on the "relative preIT
defined as the difference betwel

paid by the acquiror, and (b) 1

stock absent combination 62 witl

value of the consideration pai
alternative measures of the vall
his results are presented for
premium.

The tax variables consider
and ITC carryover in the taq
shareholder gain , and (c) step-uD

was the interest deduction on
analysis, the tax considerations

60 The method used to cal
presumably it involves an estin
aUocated to Marathon s domesti
the stepped-up basis) aod an
Marathon s assets. Then , incre

difference in the estimates can t

of assets. Using an appropriate
be converted to a present valu
the total consideration paid. WI

the potential tax benefits can b
offered.



NOL and ITC carryovers are disclosed
in nature, thereby providing deferral

transaction was a taxable asset acquisi
to step-up assets (but also triggering iml

Robinson found systematically II
deferral of shareholder tax (i. , tax-

stock transactions without liquidation)
being valuable to target shareholders:
price. On the other hand, the est
relative premiums and step-up (net
significant, leading Robinson to concl
setting the potential tax gains from as
significant relationship between relativ
and ITC carryovers, whether they WI
target.

One possible
out those taxable t
been used and see
paid.54 Of course
remains. The Rob
variables to quan
relative premiums
regression framewo
extensions. What
control for conditi

merger gains betwe
stockholders (i. , tl
upon the degree of
relative bargaining

to account for thi
potential tax gain
appropriated by t,
extreme. Some can
a source of varia
appropriate to use t

3c. Cumulative



merger announcement dates as
merger. Merger incentives are t
or losses.

The abnormal rate of retUJ
the ith security at time t is d

return for the security and the
market. Frequently the "efficie
estimate abnormal returns , defin

it =' R

where it == abnormal I
time t;

jt =: observed rate t

mt = rate of return I

The coefficients a j and bi are
modeJ:

it = a j + b*

where i = regression

jt = random d

66 More recent studics (
Stillman (1983)) attempt to ide

gains by examining the stO(
potentially affected by the IT
power is expected to increase
result of higher industry outp



Thus, ARit js a securjty s adjusted ra
impact of event specific information.
that market influences have been pur:
during the information-event time period

Individual securities in the sample

based on time periods relative to the C'
day or month t can be calculated as folio

' (ljN) ' l AR

where N is the number of sccurities
average return" (CAD\ r
calculated as follow

Weston and
conglomerate and 6
empirical support
promote efficiency,
and (c) mergers ine
tax advantages as
increasing effect , E
researchers suggest

gains could mjtiga
positive CAR's coul
as well as to tax COI

Weston and C
basis of these stat(
in their subsequent
on the basis of the
(1983) notes, the C.

of the factors cons

tends to be an incr
is a positive correl

shareholders. Thc!
ref erence to otheI
argument. They c(



suggested that some event stul
the sample by medium of
potential tax benefits. Altern:
merger-related events, other 

CAR' s during the time perio
changes in (a) merger antitr
financial accounting requiremel

Asquith et al. (1983) and

approach and seem to be the
tax code. As an alternative
abnormal returns explained at
capital asset pricing model in
related to risk of the securi
return-generating function is of

it = R ot + a i +b'" .-

where Rot = either
return in Pi

i = risk of seCI
portfolio.

Estimates of b* j are obtainec

Both papers attempt to c
bidding firms for periods
orolZrams.67 Previous studie
firms gain little or nothing

these studies typically focus
while Asquith et al. and Schir
likely to be events occurrin

gains to shareholders, if an
announcement of acquisitions

Both papers consider 1 



convertible bonds used to finan
impact of these changes by sub.
returns for bids made Drior to
made in October 19
to have an adverse
impact of these chal
up to these changes

these changes exclu!
be less and this is wI

The basic prob
code changes, aside
effect of a tax cod.

changes occurring:
influence abnormal

can reasonably be a'
effect is unambiguo
if one knew that nor

3d. Time-Series

A more direc'
presented by time
variable can be mea

transactions at tim
variabJe. Other
macroeconomic cor
performance and ins!

Beckenstein (I S
activity by estimati
genera! relationship;

MERGER f(S



BND = yield on corpor:

GORTt = the absolute va
change in 
yearMto-year ch,

DUMPK = a dummy varia!
a otherwise; an,

DUMLOW =3 dummy varia!
of 1969 and cha
DUMLOW " I f

The variable SP500 is included
theory of mergers and the prom(
is included as a measure of gen

serve as alternative proxies for
managerial (or growth-maximizat
growth-oriented managers of fi
sources of growth and, as a resul

firms. This incentive is said to
of capital is relatively high , alt

concerning the cost of capital
economic disturbance theory is
The variable DUMPK is expected
dummy is expected to have a
a bove.69 To test Steiner s ml
effects), the models were also estil

Beckenstein finds the coe
significant in most equations th
business conditions and promotio
as stated , also has some support 

generally significant with positi
performed well , as expected , and
pred icted nega ti ve coeff icien t
significant.

69 The
institutional

extent of merger
factor hilt c!ic! not



Unfortunately, DUMLOW captures
the dummy time period, not just the I
acknowledges financiaJ accountjng stan,
for 1969 and subsequent years, and, i
(1983) cite additional factors for this pc

isolated if the time-series analysis focus

tax change does not coincide with
researchers consider 1981 to be a yc
explained in Section VII, however , the I
tax provisions of the Economjc Recovery

Another opportunity to improve
exploit the advantage time-series anal
favorable tax treatment of capital g
specifically, the relationship between

personal income and capital gains may
docs, it is possible, at least in principle
between aggregate merger activity and
the personal tax rate. Furthermore , if
the potential to step-up assets arc tho!
operationalizcd with aggregate time-seri(
directly as possible explanations for the I

While extensions of the Beckenstl
word of caution is in order. It appear
understanding of the non-tax variab
activity. Beckenstein admits that th
aggregate merger activity to serve
Moreover , few have run time-series regI
for alleged determinants of merger act
results tend to be inconclusive. Beckens

to be a significant determinant but , cant
general business conditions (as measured
found to be significant. Furthermore
periods chosen for estimation.



More recently, Melicher
aggregate merger activity 
rationale is nothing more th
both changes in economic
conditions. 73 They estimate
time-series analysis but fin
conditions as a determinant
illustrates that investigations

of an adequate empirical re
other areas of economic iL

..__

appears to involve more than ac
specified equation.

3e. Potential Tax Benefits and

Corresponding to time-serie:
would be cross.section studies rela
market, and tax characteristics of
estimating techniques , including lc
appropriate for investigations of
direct tests of the tax- incentive I
the studies reviewed earlier in this

Harris et
following form:

al. (1982), fo,

73 Specifica!ly, expectations (
industrial activity), and capital

financing mergers (as measured t
rates), are predicted to lead to
deteriorating economic conditions
failures, along with falJing stoc
expected to reduce merger activity
their methodological approach d
changes, at least when measured by

74 An alternative and less
firms merge is the Delphi intervi
panel of "merger experts" were
possible merger motives and indica



ACQ:

where ACQ = probability

FIN = a vector of

characteristic

PM = a vector 01

characteristic

The financial variables are drawn
frequently mentioned" as cha

Included among the financial
measured as tax- loss carryfon
product-market variables arc (
literature.

Harris et al. use COMPUST 

to develop a cross-section sam
Financial and product-market cha
for the two years prior to year
sample. The above relationship
probit model where the dependcl
firms and 0 for non-acquired
coefficients model is that an ind
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